Homophone Worksheet 2.1
Here are 10 sentences that contain pairs or groups of homophones when completed, while at the bottom of
the page, there’s a list containing 10 sets of homophones.
Your task is to fill the gaps in the sentences with the correct set of homophones in the correct places.
1. _______________ am short-sighted in my right _______________, so _______________ have to wear
contact lenses.
2. Some of the travelers walked on the _______________, some _______________ on horses and the rest
_______________ a boat.
3. The youth group liked to go for an ice cream _______________ after church on _______________.
4. The veterinarian had to _______________ what he was doing when he saw that the cat's _______________
had an infection.
5. Her most _______________ memory of their vacation was getting to see some _______________ in the
forest.
6. The weather was _______________ cold that the farmer decided to wait to _______________ the seeds.
7. There was a _______________ with the way the carpet had been laid on the _______________.
8. She had _______________ craving a _______________ burrito all week.
9. You _______________ to _______________ the dough for quite a long time when making bread.
10. The jockey decided not to ride in the _______________ in case the horse's _______________ became
slippery.
Homophones List:











flaw / floor
rowed / road / rode
knead / need
bean / been
sundae / Sunday
rain / rein
pause / paws
so /sow
dear / deer
eye / I
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Homophone Worksheet 2.1 – Answer Sheet
1. I am short-sighted in my right eye, so I have to wear contact lenses.
2. Some of the travelers walked on the road, some rode on horses and the rest rowed a boat.
3. The youth group liked to go for an ice cream sundae after church on Sunday.
4. The veterinarian had to pause what he was doing when he saw that the cat's paws had an infection.
5. Her most dear memory of their vacation was getting to see some deer in the forest.
6. The weather was so cold that the farmer decided to wait to sow the seeds.
7. There was a flaw with the way the carpet had been laid on the floor.
8. She had been craving a bean burrito all week.
9. You need to knead the dough for quite a long time when making bread.
10. The jockey decided not to ride in the rain in case the horse's rein became slippery.
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